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In the peninsula, just as in other parts of India, the alternating monsoon
winds, blowing equatorward in winter and more or less northward in
summer, usually give a strong contrast between a dry winter and a wet
summer. The mountains cause the coasts to be better watered than the
interior. Hence the population is densest along both coasts, although
rarely as dense as in tie plain of the Ganges. The west coast, however,
rises too steeply from the ocean to have a railroad.
Great cities are not numerous in the Indian Peninsula. In the west,
Ahmadabad, a little way back from the coast near the Tropic of Cancer,
is connected by a coastal railroad with Bombay, the second city and
greatest seaport of India. On the eastern side of the peninsula, Madras,
the third city in size, is the main port and only really large city south of
Calcutta. The fertile lowland of Madras is the only place where the
railroads of South India suggest a close net. In the drier interior of the
plateau, irrigation from artificial ponds is practiced assiduously. Several
kinds of drought-resistant millet are the chief crops. Although they are
poor food, they support many people. Cotton, grown especially in the
rich black soil of the Deccan Plateau in the northwestern part of the
peninsula, helps in providing a living. Therefore half way across the
northern part of the peninsula we find the large city of Nagpur, while
southeast of Bombay we come first to the cotton-manufacturing city of
Poona, and then to the great native capital of Hyderabad.
In the southern tip of the Indian Peninsula the rainy season is longer
than further north and the people suffer less from drought and crop
failure. Therefore cities are relatively numerous. In the latitude of
Madras the city of Bangalore has lately grown amazingly as a manufac-
turing center. Farther south, and only 10° from the equator, Madura
has long been famous for its huge ancient temples, barbaric though
beautiful.
Ceylon, The island of Ceylon is part of India. It is connected with
the mainland by Adam's Bridge, a series of sand banks some 30 miles
long, on which the water is nowhere more than 3 or 4 feet deep at high
tide. So much does the sand shift that a prolonged attempt to maintain
a ship channel has been abandoned. Adam's Bridge leads to a rather
sparsely populated lowland in the north of Ceylon and to a densely popu-
lated mountain region in the south. Here, as in similar latitudes every-
where, the rainy windward side of the mountains at an elevation of 3,000
to perhaps 7,000 feet is a fertile, pleasant region. The temperature is low
enough to get rid of the most enervating feature of a tropical climate,
and the rain is sufficient to support plantation crops such as tea and
coffee. So in Ceylon, more than in other parts of India, there is a great
development of tropical plantations, run by white men but with native

